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Venus ﬂytrap’s leaves can catch an insect in a fraction of a second.
Since the time of Charles Darwin, scientists have struggled to understand the sensory biology and biomechanics of this plant, Dionaea muscipula. Here we show that insect-capture of Dionaea
traps is modulated by the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) and
jasmonates. Water-stressed Dionaea, as well as those exposed to
the drought-stress hormone ABA, are less sensitive to mechanical
stimulation. In contrast, application of 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid
(OPDA), a precursor of the phytohormone jasmonic acid (JA), the
methyl ester of JA (Me-JA), and coronatine (COR), the molecular
mimic of the isoleucine conjugate of JA (JA-Ile), triggers secretion
of digestive enzymes without any preceding mechanical stimulus.
Such secretion is accompanied by slow trap closure. Under physiological conditions, insect-capture is associated with Ca2+ signaling
and a rise in OPDA, Apparently, jasmonates bypass hapto-electric
processes associated with trap closure. However, ABA does not
affect OPDA-dependent gland activity. Therefore, signals for trap
movement and secretion seem to involve separate pathways. Jasmonates are systemically active because application to a single trap
induces secretion and slow closure not only in the given trap but
also in all others. Furthermore, formerly touch-insensitive trap sectors are converted into mechanosensitive ones. These ﬁndings
demonstrate that prey-catching Dionaea combines plant-speciﬁc
signaling pathways, involving OPDA and ABA with a rapidly acting
trigger, which uses ion channels, action potentials, and Ca2+ signals.

hen a single trigger hair of the Venus ﬂytrap (Dionaea
muscipula) is bent twice or when two different sensory
organs are bent once by an obstacle, the lobes of the trap close
abruptly, “catching the prey.” Insects touching these mechanosenory organs protruding from the upper leaf epidermis of the
Venus ﬂytrap activate mechanosensitive ion channels and generate receptor potentials, which induce an action potential (AP;
refs. 1–3; for review, see refs. 4 and 5). A receptor potential
always precedes an AP. Finally two APs couple the mechanical
stimulation step to the release of the trap lobes accumulated
elastic energy within 100 ms to shut the trap (initial fast closure)
(6). However, the trap is not completely closed at this moment.
To hermetically seal the trap, it requires ongoing activation of
the mechanosensitive hairs by the trapped prey. Unless the prey
is able to escape, it will further stimulate the inner surface of the
lobes, thereby triggering further APs. This forces the edges of the
lobes together, sealing the trap hermetically (prey-dependent
slow closure) to form an external “stomach” in which prey digestion occurs. The second phase of trap closure is accompanied
by secretion of lytic enzymes from the glands covering the inner
surface of the bilobed leaf trap. Thus, digestive glands do not
secrete until stimulated by natural or artiﬁcial prey (7). Additionally, prey-derived compounds stimulate digestive glands
leading to acidiﬁcation of the external stomach and production
of lytic enzymes (8, 9). Although this type of plant carnivory has
been known since Darwin’s time, insights about the hapto-electrochemical coupling associated with the trapping behavior of Dio-
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naea remained rather limited. Many similarities between fast
processes involved in carnivory and signals of the nervous system
suggest similarity in mechanisms. Thus, ion channels and chemical factors are at the basis of triggering mechanisms in both
systems (10). Ca2+ changes are involved in propagation and
ampliﬁcation of signals as well in triggering exocytosis, and secreted substances are important effectors in both cases. Here, we
show that, in Dionaea, such signaling mechanisms are linked to
plant-speciﬁc signal pathways involving a precursor of the phytohormone jasmonic acid (JA) as well as to the turgor-regulating
phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA). Whereas the former systematically alerts neighboring traps to the presence of prey and
elicits secretion, the latter regulates trap sensitivity, protecting the
carnivore from untimely prey catching during periods of drought.
Results
ABA Counteracts Jasmonates by Suppressing Hapto-Electric Trap
Contraction. ABA is a central element in turgor regulation

within plant cells. Under drought stress, the carotene-derived
sesquiterpene activates anion channels which leads e.g., to the
down-regulation of guard cell turgor required for the closing
movement of stomata. In the guard cells-operated system, JA/
coronatine (COR) affects the ABA-induced closing response
(11). To study whether and how ABA interferes with fast trap
closure in Dionaea, we sprayed the ﬂytrap with a 50 μM ABA
solution. Following 48 h of ABA exposure, trigger hairs were
mechanically stimulated. As in untreated traps, single trigger hair
stimulations elicited typical APs; however, they did not elicit trap
closure. Rather, at least three hair bendings were required to
close the trap (Fig. 1A). Water stress, which is known to trigger
ABA synthesis and signaling, impaired fast trap closure. To
demonstrate this effect we interrupted irrigation and let the soil
water content drop by 50–60%. In this condition, more than two
trigger hair stimulations were required to trigger fast trap closure
(Fig. 1B). The loss of sensitivity was accompanied by an increase
in ABA level in the trap lobes (1,289 ± 143 pmol ABA/gFW in
well watered Dionaea, and 3,460 ± 936 pmol ABA/gFW with
water-deﬁcient Dionaea at 50% soil water content, Fig. 1C).
Thus, two distinct manipulations (exogenous application of ABA
and drought stress) indicate an interaction between ABA signaling and the regulation of trap sensitivity.
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Fig. 1. (A) ABA (50 μM) desensitizes traps. Forty-eight hours after ABA application, more than two trigger-hair displacements are required for trap closure
(n = 60). (B) Upon drought stress (soil water content below 70%) more than two hair stimulations are required to elicit trap closure (n = 12). (C) Quantiﬁcation
of ABA levels (pmol ABA/gFW) in the trap lobes of well watered and of water deﬁcient Dionaea at 50% soil water content (FW, fresh weight, n = 6 ± SD).

OPDA and JA, we exposed Dionaea plants to a colony of ants
(Camponotus ﬂoridanus) and harvested traps, which had captured ants. OPDA and JA levels were analyzed and compared
with those of traps, which had not been exposed to active prey.
Thereby we observed a rise in OPDA level 30 min after the ants
were captured (Fig. 2A). When open traps (without prey) were
challenged with exogenous OPDA, COR, or Me-JA, they initially remained open, but their glands appeared to secrete ﬂuids
(Fig. 3). Upon application of COR, the Venus ﬂytrap’s performance became altered (Fig. 3 and Movie S1). (i) After 2 h (2.6 ±
0.45 h), open traps started to open maximally, reaching a maximal opening after 6 h (6.2 ± 0.24 h). (ii) At that time, we observed changes in the light reﬂection; these changes are due to
the secretion of ﬂuids by the glands present in the inner surface
of the trap. (iii) Upon secretion onset, slow trap closure set in 9 h
after COR stimulation (9 ± 0.5 h). (iv) Approximately 12 h (6 h
plus 3.8 ± 2.63 h) after trap closure, external stomach formation
was completed and the stomach was ﬁlled with an acidic ﬂuid.
COR, known as phytotoxin secreted by several pathovars of
the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae, exerts its virulence
effects by co-opting the host’s JA signaling pathway (12). To test
whether COR, the ‘prey substitute’, causes exocytosis of digestive
enzymes into the external stomach, we collected the secreted
ﬂuid humor in response to either ant capture or COR treatment.
As a chemical trigger reference we used urea. Urea had already
been shown by Darwin (7) to induce secretion in Dionaea. Following SDS/PAGE gel analysis, the protein pattern demonstrated that both a natural prey- and COR-triggered secretion
with overlapping protein spectra and broad bands between 17
and 56 kDa (Fig. S1). In contrast, urea-induced secretion
resulted in two dominant protein bands (56 and 43 kDa) only,
both of which were also found in the ant- and COR-derived
fractions. This ﬁnding suggests that JA-related compounds trigger synthesis/exocytosis of lytic enzymes with spectra similar to
those of the natural prey.
To quantify the COR-stimulated secretion, we counted the
number of glands and determined the volume, protein content,
and pH of secreted ﬂuids over time. It became evident that the
number of glands remained constant upon COR treatment (58
glands per mm2, w37,000 glands per trap), but glands increased
their volume/surface ratio. Untreated glands exhibited a constant
volume/surface ratio (Fig. 4 B and D). The increase in the surface of glands appeared more pronounced at the basal region of
the trap lobe compared with the outer parts of the lobe (Fig. 4 A
and D). The volume and the total protein content of the secreted
ﬂuid increased with time after COR application in a dose dependent manner (Fig. 4 E and F). Whereas the volume of secreted ﬂuid humor peaked after one week, the total protein
content of the ﬂuid increased constantly during two weeks of
measurements. The increase in protein content was accompanied by an obvious increase in the viscosity of the secreted ﬂuid.
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Twelve hours after COR application the volume of secreted
ﬂuids enabled pH measurements. Monitoring proton extrusion
revealed a pH of w4.3 with steady state acidiﬁcation (Fig. 4G).
During the following 2 wk of ﬂuid collection, the pH dropped
down to 3.4 with traps treated either with 100 μM or 1 mM COR.
Thus, OPDA, COR, and Me-JA are capable to mimic an edible
prey in its role of eliciting secretion of digestive enzymes.
Jasmonates Systemically Induce Secretion in Open Traps. The lipidderived JA signal is produced in many plant species on sites of
wounding and spreads, most likely via the phloem, to the nonwounded leaves (13, 14). To study whether the trap-associated
JA response is also systemic in nature, we stimulated only one
single trap of Dionaea plants with jasmonates. Such stimulation
induced secretion of all other neighboring traps. Glands of
younger traps became active before the older ones, independent
of the site where OPDA/Me-JA/COR was applied. In line with
the suggested transmission of jasmonate-related compounds via
the phloem, stimulated source traps induced all other traps in
a manner dependent on sink strength (15). These compounds
thus seem to function as systemic secretion inductors. Interestingly, following COR-only treatment, OPDA levels increased locally and in a systemic manner (Fig. 4H). Because JA
biosynthesis is known to be regulated by positive feedback (16),
this response points to an induction of OPDA/JA biosynthesis by
COR. Our data show that jasmonates, which in most plants
systemically signal the presence of a predator, also have a role in
the systemic regulating of trap responses.
Two APs Close the Trap, Three APs Activate Glands. Bending of
trigger hairs elicits a 1-s-long AP that initiates at the base of the
multicellular sensory structure in one lobe and spreads over the
entire trap to the opposite lobe (17–20). It is generally accepted
that the resting potential in the ﬂytrap is stabilized by a plasma

Fig. 2. (A) Insect (ant) capture results in OPDA synthesis. Note that OPDA
levels increased already more than twofold 30 min after prey capture.
Maximal levels (sixfold) were measured after 1 wk (n = 4, one-way ANOVA,
Tukey HSD test, P < 0.05).
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Long-Term Mechanical Stimulation Triggers 12-Oxo-Phytodienoic Acid
(OPDA) Synthesis. To study possible roles of “touch” hormones

Fig. 3. COR mimics an eatable prey.
Spray application of Dionaea lobes
with 1 mM COR induced transient
opening of the trap, followed by secretion onset, slow trap closure, and
external stomach formation. Time (in
hours) is shown inside the boxes (n = 5).

membrane potassium conductance. During the AP, a calciumactivated, time-dependent chloride conductance provides for the
transient membrane depolarization (21). So far, nothing is
known about whether and how mechano-electric stimulation is
recognized by the secretory system of the trap. To study the
membrane response of the secretory cells, we impaled the ﬁrst or
second cell layer of the gland with microelectrodes (Fig. 5A).
Following electrode insertion into a nontreated cell, a resting
potential of −115 ± 8 mV (n = 10) was recorded. When we
mechanically stimulated the trigger hair, an AP was ﬁred (Fig.
5B), but touching other trap lobe cells of the inner or outer trap
lobe did not elicit transient membrane potential changes. Trigger
hair displacements, however, resulted in APs in the Dionaea
gland cells that were similar in amplitude (131 ± 15 mV) and
kinetics (t1/2 = 0.3 ± 0.06 s) to that of other trap lobe cells (17).
To further study the events in the Dionaea gland triggered by
sensory hair displacements, we excised individual trap lobes and
placed them in a recording chamber. This approach enabled us
to record the electrical behavior of secretory cells unperturbed
by trap movement. Following impalement by double-barreled
microelectrodes, gland cells were iontophoretically loaded with
the calcium indicator dye FURA-2. Due to the symplastic connection between the gland cells, FURA-2 injected into a single
cell spread over the entire gland cell complex (Fig. 5A Inset). In
this situation, single and double stimulation of the sensory hairs
elicited APs without a measurable increase in cytosolic calcium
concentration. More than two APs, however, elicited single calcium transients or even [Ca2+] oscillations (Fig. 5E and Fig. S2).
These ﬁndings conﬁrm the notion that AP peak depolarization is
associated with plasma membrane calcium ﬂuxes (17, 21). In
addition, they suggest that more than two APs are required to
elicit a cytosolic calcium signal within the gland cell bodies.
Based on these results, we conclude that the insects’ attempts to
break out of a trap result in repetitive hair stimulation in glands
inducing trains of APs, a rise in the cytosolic calcium, and, in
turn, a rise calcium-induced secretion.
Traps incubated with COR 8–12 h before effector application
remained electrically silent. When we induced APs by trigger
hair displacements, the AP appeared reduced in amplitude by
31% (90 ± 19 mV) and the AP duration (measured at 50% of
amplitude, t1/2, see Fig. 5C Inset) was prolonged by 62% (0.5 ±
0.09 s) compared with those not having seen the signaling
compound before (Fig. 5 B and C). The inﬂuence of COR on the
size of the AP is reminiscent to that recorded with Dionaea traps
under reduced extracellular calcium concentration (18). Interestingly, however, spontaneous ﬁring of APs can also be observed after COR-stimulated secretion onset (Fig. 5D).
To test whether a touch-induced rise of jasmonates is altering
the trapping behavior, we mechanically stimulated trigger hairs
and the outer trap lobe. After such treatments, a single dis15494 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1112535108

placement of just one sensory hair sometimes elicited two APs or
more. This result indicates that the threshold to induce APs was
lowered. In line with this hypothesis, simply touching the outer
trap lobe occasionally resulted in closure. The lipid-derived signals thus seem to increase touch sensitivity and to reduce mechanical stability of the open trap.
Discussion
Among the various lipid-derived signaling molecules in plants,
jasmonates and octadecanoids are known to function in response
to abiotic and biotic stresses as well as in development. They
regulate induced defense mechanisms in plants after insect attack and during the wound response in general (16). A characteristic feature of the wound response is an endogenous rise in
OPDA, JA, and its metabolites, followed by local and systemic
expression of JA-induced genes (14, 16, 22). Jasmonates, such as
JA and its various metabolites, are synthesized via the octadecanoid pathway, where OPDA is a central intermediate (23).
However, OPDA is of special importance due to its JA-independent signaling properties in response of plants to pathogens and touch (24, 25).
A behavior related to the slow closure of D. muscipula is
known from Bryonia dioica, where mechano-stimulation triggers
the curvature of tendrils (26). This process can be elicited also by
the airborne methyl ester of JA without any mechanical contact
(27). In this way, the chemically induced reaction is morphologically and biochemically indistinguishable from the mechanically induced process. Interestingly, in tendril coiling, the
endogenous signal is OPDA, but not JA (28). The OPDA level
rises transiently and correlates with the degree of coiling,
whereas JA levels remain low and constant (29). Furthermore,
structure activity tests with numerous structural derivatives of
jasmonates revealed clear preference for octadecanoid-like
compounds as inducers of tendril coiling (30). In addition,
treatment with COR can elicit physiological changes reminiscent
of thigmomorphogenesis (29). However, COR and JA are active
only indirectly by increasing the endogenous level of OPDA (31).
Here, we show that Dionaea uses these plant-speciﬁc pathways
for regulating a cascade of events subsequent to prey catching.
COR treatment mimics an edible prey, leading to trap closure
and secretion by the glands, even without mechanical stimulation
(Fig. 3). The secreted protein pattern appeared identical to that
of secreted proteins upon insect capture (Fig. S1). Furthermore,
we demonstrate by electrophysiological measurements that
COR-treated plants are systematically sensitized, responding
with spontaneous APs without being triggered by the mechanosensitive hairs (Fig. 5D). Stimulation of trigger hairs of CORtreated traps resulted in prolonged APs with a reduced amplitude compared with untreated controls (Fig. 5B). This behavior
Escalante-Pérez et al.

might alert the remaining open traps of a Dionaea plant. Insects
such as ants often come in colonies. The successful capture of
one insect leads to the production of OPDA, which is delivered
to the other traps in a systemic fashion (Fig. 2). Thus, OPDA or
an OPDA-related compound might carry the message ‘where
there is one, there might soon be more’.
Simultaneous measurements of APs and cytosolic Ca2+ signals
revealed, that two APs, which elicit trap closure (32) are not
sufﬁcient for triggering a detectable cytosolic Ca2+ increase.
Interestingly a third AP resulted in the detectable rise of [Ca2+]cyt
(Fig. 5E and Fig. S2). Already Hodick and Sievers (18) proposed
that the elevation of [Ca2+]cyt may be an important factor in the
“memory” of the trap. Our results suggest that the attempt of
insects to escape the trap leads to repetitive AP triggering and
thereby induces a rise in the cytosolic calcium. Thus, the elevation of calcium might be an important second messenger for
stomach formation and gland secretion rather than for fast trap
closure. Note that calcium triggered secretion in plants has already been described for the case of hydrolytic enzyme-secreting
aleuron cells (33).
Escalante-Pérez et al.

It is well known that the drought-stress hormone ABA affects
tugor-driven processes in all plants (34). We found that trap does
not work when Dionaea is not properly irrigated and soil water
content drops (Fig. 1). We also showed that the ABA level of
Dionaea increases under such conditions. It has been shown that
ABA and mechano-stimulation at least partially share signaling
networks (35). ABA is synthesized when plants experience
drought (36), but to digest a prey, the Venus ﬂytrap has to invest
an enormous amount of water. This investment very likely is
lethal with progressive soil drying. Our demonstration that ABA
reduces the touch sensitivity of Dionaea suggests that the plant
balances the gain of nitrogen- and carbon-rich food against the
water consumption, needed to digest a prey. This “water use
efﬁciency” strategy is based on ABA signaling (37), well known
from noncarnivorous plants. In general, drought stress of plants
causes the delivery of root-produced ABA to leaves, to prevent
guard cell swelling and the opening movement of the stomata. As
a result, the CO2 uptake and carbon gain via photosynthesis is
inhibited (i.e., the plant gets no food). On the other hand,
transpiration is largely prevented (i.e., the plant saves water).
PNAS | September 13, 2011 | vol. 108 | no. 37 | 15495
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Fig. 4. Quantiﬁcation of COR-induced secretion. (A) The lobe of a Dionaea trap was divided in six sectors (A to F), and the number of glands were counted. (B
and C) Close-up view of nonsecreting glands (B) in comparison with COR-stimulated secreting glands (C). (D) Quantiﬁcation of gland surfaces of nonsecreting
and COR-stimulated (48 h, 100 μM COR) secreting Dionaea traps divided into sectors as illustrated in A (n = 20 traps ± SD). (E–G) Quantiﬁcation of the volume
(E, n = 10 ± SE), protein content (F, n = 6 ± SE), and pH (G, n = 12 ± SE) of secreted ﬂuids plotted against the time after COR application. (H) Exogenous
application of 1 mM COR increased endogenous OPDA levels in COR-treated traps (local) as well as in nonstimulated traps (systemic; n = 4, one-way ANOVA,
Tukey HSD test, P < 0.05).

Fig. 5. (A) View on the inner leaﬂet of a trap lobe. (Inset) FURA-2 loaded iontophoretically into a gland cell complex via a micropipette impaled into
a secretory cell. (B) AP in responses to single trigger hair displacements in the presence (red) and absence (black) of 1 mM COR. (C) Quantiﬁcation of APs
shown in A. (Inset) AP amplitude (Upper) and duration (at 50% of amplitude, Lower). The columns represent the average of at least six independent
measurements; the bars are ± SD (t test, P # 0.001 indicated by an asterisk). (D) Spontaneous APs (relative values) leading to a trap closure 8.5 h after COR
exposure. Four of the six examined plants generated a series of APs after trap closure. (E) Calcium transient elicited by 3 APs. APs were elicted by individual
mechanical stimulation of single trigger hairs. A Dionaea gland cell was impaled with a double-barrelled microelectrode and iontophoretically loaded with
the calcium sensitive dye FURA-2 as shown in A Inset. Plasma-membrane potential (lower trace) monitored simultaneously with the FURA-2 F345/390 ﬂuorescence ratio (upper trace). In 7 of 14 cells, the AP was accompanied by a calcium transient. (F) Scheme for the involvement of ABA and jasmonates (OPDA) in
the prey capture by D. muscipula. When trigger hairs of the Venus ﬂytrap are mechanically stimulated by a prey, mechanosensitive ion channels are activated
and generate receptor potentials, which in turn induce APs and the lobes of the trap abruptly close. A successful prey capture leads to consecutive touching of
the trigger hairs by the struggling prey, which stimulates the synthesis of OPDA and the rise of cytosolic [Ca2+]. These chemical factors herald the start of the
second phase of trap closure, which is accompanied by secretion of lytic enzymes from the glands and the hermetically sealing of the trap (stomach formation). In addition, the synthesis of OPDA systemically presensitizes other traps of the carnivore and positively feeds back on trap excitability. In contrast,
drought stress (ABA) decreases the excitability of traps because prey digestion is accompanied by an enormous consumption of water.

Recently the fast ABA-signaling pathway leading to anionchannel-induced stomatal closure could be reconstituted (38, 39).
The basic/fast signal transduction chain consists of only four
components in Arabidopsis: (i) A cytosolic ABA receptor (PYR/
PYL/RCAR-family (40, 41) controls directly the activity of (ii)
PP2C protein phosphatases (e.g., ABI1/2 or HAB1/2) in an ABAdependent manner. Upon ABA binding, the phosphatases are
inhibited and in turn downstream (iii) kinases of the SnRK2
(OST1) or SnRK3 (CPK) protein kinase families are released
from blockage. (iv) SLAC1, a guard cell S-type anion channel that
resembles the target of these kinases, is activated upon phosphorylation. Finally, the release of anions causes stomatal closure. In contrast to these fast responses, the long-term droughtinduced desensitization of the ﬂytrap’s capture apparatus is most
likely transcriptionally regulated. In Arabidopsis, the fast and the
slow transcriptional adaption to drought stress share, for the most
part, the same ABA-signaling components (38, 42). Both pathways are controlled by PYR/PYL/RCAR ABA receptors, PP2c
phosphatases, and protein kinases of the SnRK2 family. Genome/
transcriptome analysis of carnivorous plants combined with
functional expression in heterologous systems should elucidate
the evolutionary similarities and discrepancies in drought (stress)
adaption between these different plant families.
Our results imply that phosphorylation/dephosphorylation reactions are important modulators of plant carnivore excitability.
This reveals another analogy to the nervous system, where both
15496 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1112535108

electrical excitability and synaptic transmission is strongly modulated by such posttranslational modiﬁcations. Dionaea assembles
an extensive signaling network that relies partly on plant-speciﬁc
components (which it uses for its own speciﬁc purposes) and
partly on mechanisms resembling those of higher animals. However, in contrast to nerve cells in animals, terrestrial plants lack
fast voltage-dependent Na+ channels, possibly due to the fact that
Na+ gradients in such plants are minor. Thus, Na+ currents
would not be very efﬁcient to transiently depolarize the membrane potential. Instead, plants possess a rapid (R-type) anion
channel current component in addition to the slow (S-type) anion
channels (SLAC1). This anion channel exhibits voltage-dependent features of neuronal calcium and sodium channels (43–
46). Upon depolarization, this channel type activates with fast
kinetics, whereas hyperpolarization causes deactivation. Hence,
this type of plant anion channel has all of the properties to substitute for Na+ channels and to drive the Dionaea AP.
Sequencing the genome of the Venus ﬂytrap and identifying
the genes encoding key elements in mechanoelectric trap contraction will allow us to further understand the action of the
Darwin plant and to characterize both similarities and differences between analogous processes in the two kingdoms. Furthermore, with the ion channel genes identiﬁed and functionally
expressed (39, 47), it will be possible to reconstitute the Dionaea
AP and secretion process known since Darwin’s time (48).
Escalante-Pérez et al.

Plants. D. muscipula plants were purchased from CRESCO Carnivora and
grown in plastic pots at 26 °C with 12:12 h light:dark photoperiod. Intact
plants were sprayed with coronatine/Me-Ja/OPDA solution containing
0.01% Tween.
OPDA Quantiﬁcation. OPDA and JA were extracted from plant material and
analyzed according to Hause et al. (49). Fractions containing OPDA and JA
were collected separately, derivatized, and analyzed by GC-MS according to
Miersch et al. (22).
Quantitative Measurements. Secretion was stimulated by inoculation with 1cm2 ashless (Whatmans’ n° 451) ﬁlter paper strips loaded with 100 μl of either 100 μM or 1 mM coronatine. After different time points, the ﬁlter paper
was centrifuged and the different parameters were analyzed. For further
information, see SI Methods.

Calcium Measurements. Before measurements, lobes of dissected traps were
mounted to a recording chamber and exposed for 0.5 h to a buffer containing
0.1 mM KCl, 10 mM CaCl2, 20 mM sorbitol, and 5 mM Mes adjusted with Tris
to pH 6. Microelectrode fabrication and recordings as well as FURA-2 based
calcium monitoring was performed according to Levchenko et al. (50), using
the same instrumentation.
ABA Measurements. Ground tissue samples were homogenized and extracted
in 80% aqueous methanol. Extracts were passed through a Sep Pak C18
cartridge. Methanol was removed under reduced pressure, and the aqueous
residue was partitioned three times against ethyl acetate at pH 3.0. The
ethyl acetate of the combined organic fractions was removed under reduced
pressure. The newly obtained residue was resuspended in Tris-buffered saline (TBS; 150 mmol/l NaCl 1 mmol/L MgCl2, and 50 mmol/L Tris at pH 7.8)
and subjected to an immunological ABA assay (ELISA) as described (51, 52).

Intracellular Measurements. Before measurements, the lobe of a cut trap was
glued to a chamber bottom and left for recovery for at least 0.5 h in a standard
solution containing 0.1 mM KCl, 10 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM Mes adjusted with
Tris to pH 6. In the course of experiments, leaves were constantly perfused
with the standard solution (1 mL/min). For details, see SI Methods.
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